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March 29, 2018 
 
 
Professor Sandra Graham 
Chair, Academic Senate 
 
 
Dear Chair Graham, 
 

The current Appendix XII (attached here as Appendix A) describes UCLA’s procedures for 
investigating and resolving disciplinary charges against Senate members arising out of possible 
violations of the Faculty Code of Conduct (FCC).  It was last revised by vote of the Senate’s 
Legislative Assembly in June 2013.  Since then there have been procedural changes mandated by 
the office of the UC President (UCOP) involving the handling of complaints of sexual violence and 
sexual harassment (SVSH).  On October 9, 2017, as Chair of the Academic Senate, you charged 
(Appendix B) the Appendix XII Working Group1 with reviewing the current Appendix XII and 
suggesting “necessary revisions to bring it into full compliance with mandates from the office of the UC 
President (UCOP) on how Title IX-related violations of the Faculty Code of Conduct are to be handled.”  
The Working Group is pleased to provide its recommended revisions to Appendix XII and this 
Report of its work to date.  In this response, I attend to the specific charges outlined in your letter.  I 
provide a summary of the requested review of relevant documents in a separate file (Appendix C); 
here I outline the Working Group’s rationale for each of the proposed changes suggested in the 
attached revised version of Appendix XII (Appendix D).   

Proposed revisions to Appendix XII and rationale 

In consideration of both recent changes in investigation and resolution of SVSH complaints 
involving faculty and some ambiguities created by earlier revisions to Appendix XII, the Working 
Group suggests four sets of revisions to Appendix XII: 

• Reorganizing Appendix XII to address procedures related to (i) SVSH, (ii) discrimination, 
(iii) scientific misconduct, and (iv) other complaints separately.  Separating the procedures 
by category will promote greater clarity of process for dealing with each type of case and 
reduce any ambiguities arising from the various procedural differences required for the 
different categories of charge.   

• Align the investigation and resolution of SVSH complaints in Appendix XII with mandated 
changes from UCOP. 

o These changes include: 
 Requirements that university employees report all SVSH complaints to the 

Title IX office for investigation;  

                                                           
1 The members of the Appendix XII Working Group are Susan Cochran, Immediate Past Chair Academic Senate; 
Daniel Bussel, former Chair of Charges; Alistair Cochran, former Chair and current member of Privilege and Tenure; 
and Clyde Spillenger, current Chair of Charges.  The Working Group is staffed by Marian Olivas, Policy Analyst. 



 The Title IX office will conduct a single investigation of the complaint within 
specified time limits; 

 If the Title IX office’s report finds, by preponderance of evidence, that the 
faculty member violated the University SVSH Policy, that finding will 
constitute probable cause of a violation of the FCC, in any disciplinary action 
subsequently brought before the Charges Committee against the faculty 
member based on the same set of events; 

 Engagement of the recently created Chancellor’s Peer Review Committee in 
reviewing appropriateness of early resolutions of SVSH complaints and 
suggesting possible sanctions that are proportionate to the violation;   

 Increase efficiency in resolving complaints—here we suggest that 
consultation with the Grievance Advisory Committee be optional instead of 
mandatory. Further, recognizing the complexity of some cases and the 
importance of prompt resolution of complaints, we recognize explicitly the 
propriety of separating out charges when appropriate.   

o We also conform the role of the Charges Committee in SVSH complaints to current 
University policy:   

 Consistent with Regent’s Standing Order 103.2, Charges will afford the 
accused faculty member an opportunity to appear before the Committee to 
testify, or submit a written statement, or both to the Committee, in response 
to the Title IX investigator’s findings.   

 Consistent with the ”one investigation” policy, Charges will not reinvestigate 
the matter.   

 Recognizing the role of the newly created Chancellor’s Peer Review 
Committee, Charges will no longer initiate early resolution efforts when the 
matter involves a SVSH complaint.  

 Charges will maintain its advisory role in SVSH cases by submitting a letter 
to the Vice Chancellor Academic Personnel (VCAP) for his or her 
consideration, concurring in or dissenting from the conclusions reached by 
the Title IX investigator after reviewing and discussing the Title IX Report 
and affording the Senate member complained against an opportunity to be 
heard before the Committee.  The advisory letter shall become part of the 
record in any further disciplinary action.     

• Update the description of the investigation of discrimination complaints to reflect current 
handling of these complaints.  This includes: 

o Use of the Discrimination Prevention Office (DPO) as the initial investigative fact 
finder, subject to limited exceptions that may be coordinated with the DPO and the 
VCAP. 

• Update the description of the investigation of scientific misconduct to reflect current 
handling of these complaints.   

 



These suggested revisions are aimed at achieving what the Joint Administration-Academic 
Senate Committee on Faculty Discipline defines as “procedural justice.”  The suggested revisions 
call for substantial renumbering and reorganization of the document.  We also suggest some minor 
revisions in terminology to align with existing policy.   

In closing, I would like to thank the members of the Working Group who graciously 
contributed both their time and collective wisdom to this effort.  The suggested changes to 
Appendix XII proposed here evolved during our two face-to-face meetings (October 30, 2017; 
January 25, 2018) as well in email-based consultations during that time.  I also wish to thank 
Committee Analyst Marian Olivas and Chief Administrative Officer Linda Mohr, both of whom 
provided expert assistance to the Working Group reflecting their many years of involvement in 
both divisional and systemwide Senate management of possible FCC violations. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Susan Cochran 
2016-17 Chair, Academic Senate 
 
cc: Joseph Bristow, Academic Senate Vice Chair 

Linda Mohr, Academic Senate Chief Administrative Officer   
Appendix XII Workgroup: Dan Bussel, Alistair Cochran, Clyde Spillenger 
Marian M. Olivas, Judicial Analyst, Academic Senate  
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